Serial analysis of gene expression in sinusoidal endothelial cells from normal and injured mouse liver.
Here we describe gene expression profiles of mouse liver sinusoidal endothelial cells (LSECs) revealed by serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE). We prepared SAGE libraries of LSECs from normal and injured liver by CCl(4) administration, and we obtained 32,867 tags from normal and 37,493 tags from injured liver, representing 6011 unique transcripts. CCl(4) administration upregulated several genes related to cell growth and differentiation (Cdkn1a, Irf1, Il4ra, etc.), whereas it downregulated genes related to cell growth or protein transport (Kdr, Igfbp4, Ap1b1, etc.). To identify genes preferentially expressed in LSEC, we compared our SAGE libraries with 77 publicly available libraries generated from various mouse tissues and cell lines. We identified 23 genes, including Stab2 and uncharacterized genes, as possible markers for LSEC, which will be useful to analyze the specific role for LSECs in normal as well as regenerating liver.